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1. Introduction

The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [1] is a unitary 3 by 3 matrixdescribing
the mixing of quarks of different generations in the Standard Model (SM), through weak charged
current transitions. The matrix is parametrised by 4 real parameters, freein the theory, constrained
by experimental observations. One of these parameters is a non-vanishing phase which is currently
the only established source of violation of the Charge-Parity symmetry (CP).We use a Wolfenstein
improved parametrisation [2, 3] of the CKM matrix where the four CKM parameters λ ,A, ρ̄ andη̄
are rephasing invariant. Furthermore, the CKM matrix elements can be expanded in powers of the
Cabibbo angleλ = sin(θC), while preserving the matrix unitarity up to any order of the series. The
parameter set(ρ̄, η̄) defines the apex of a Unitarity Triangle (UT) related to theBd meson decays,
which exhibit sizable CP violation effects. We follow theα ,β ,γ notation for the angles of this
triangle.

2. Methodology

We perform a global fit of the CKM parameters to a selected set of observables for which
both accurate experimental data and theoretical predictions are available.A compilation of the
observables used together with a more in depth discussion on numeric valuescan be found in [4].
In the following we emphasise only recent updates. Let us nevertheless recall that one of the main
challenges of such an exercise is that the extraction of the electroweak CKM parameters of interest
is complicated by strong interaction effects, and so requires hadronic inputs. These hadronic inputs
are currently best estimated from lattice QCD (LQCD) simulations. They severely contribute to
the CKM parameter uncertainties and are now dominated by systematic uncertainties.

The fit procedure and the interpretation of the fits results rely on frequentist hypothesis testing
tools. We first distinguish two categories of uncertainties: statistical ones, which are assumed to
be Gaussian distributed with known standard deviation and correlations, and theoretical systemat-
ics, for which no statistical distribution can be safely assumed. Hence, the latter are considered
as additional nuisance parameters bounded to a theoretical interval, following the so calledRFit
scheme [3]. We then perform frequentist hypothesis tests to build up statistical significance or
p-value functions from which confidence intervals are derived. The test statistic we use is the log-
arithm of the maximum likelihood ratio. For most cases, we assume Wilks’s asymptotic regime for
the test statistic distribution, leading to profile likelihood confidence intervals [5].

3. Improved treatment of |Vus|

The matrix element|Vus| is best determined fromKℓ3 semileptonic decays and previously only
this constraint was used in the global CKM fit. Following the work of [6] we recently [4] included
constraints fromKℓ2 andπℓ2 leptonic decays as well as theτ decays toK andπ mesons. The combi-
nation of all these inputs leads to a significant 25% accuracy improvement onthe determination of
|Vus| which directly repercutes on the CKM parametersλ = 0.22518+0.00036

−0.00077andA = 0.816+0.011
−0.021.

The impact on|Vud| is negligible, since it is already strongly constrained by super-allowedβ de-
cays.
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4. Improved treatment of the angleγ

The angleγ of the UT is currently the less constrained on the 3 angles. It is best derived from
interferences betweenB− → D(∗)0K(∗)− andB− → D̄(∗)0K(∗)− decays. TheD0 final state arises
from the leadingb → c transition whereas thēD0 is produced by a CKM and colour suppressed
b→ u transition. We perform a combination of 3 established methods exploiting different D0 final
states: GLW [7], ADS [8] and GGSZ [9]. The angleγ is fitted simultaneously with hadronic
quantities. The determination ofγ is "theoretically clean" -because contributions to the amplitudes
are dominated by tree level transitions- however it critically depends on a nuisance parameter: the
colour suppression ratio,rb, of theb→ u to theb→ c transition amplitudes. The smaller the value
of rb the larger the uncertainty onγ. Therefore, the computation of the p-value forγ deserves a full
frequentist treatment, with toy Monte-Carlo sampling of the test statistic distributionand a well
defined treatment of nuisance parameters.

We recently changed from the supremum p-value to another one called thepβ p-value [10].
The latter p-value makes a more powerful use of the data in order to constrain nuisance parame-
ters from an auxiliary test statistic, while ensuring frequentist coverage.Nuisance parameters are
constrained to a 3.3σ confidence interval based on their likelihood. Furthermore, the latest results
from Belle [11] and CDF [12] forD → Kπ final state (ADS) have been included in the present fit,
providing additional rejection of smallrb values. Altogether, we get a significant improvement on
the determination of theγ angle as:γ = (68+13

−14)
◦. Its indirect global fit prediction isγ = (67.2+2.9

−4.4)
◦

in excellent agreement with direct measurements. Note that both the improvement in the statistical
method and in the accuracy of experimental data over the last year contributed to reduce the error
on γ. Indeed, with the current wealth of data the test static distribution ofγ is close to the asymp-
totic pivotal distribution stated by Wilks’s theorem, such that a naive profilingleads to very similar
results than an exact frequentist treatment. This is not the case if we perform the same fit with the
data available for the CKM 2008 conference.

5. Global fit of the Unitarity Triangle

The apex of the UT is constrained from side and angle measurements. The fit is dominated
by constraints from sin(2β ), α and∆md/∆ms. These 3 inputs are in excellent agreement, clearly
establishing the KM mechanism as the dominant source of CP violation in theB’s system. We
find (ρ̄ = 0.144+0.027

−0.018, η̄ = 0.343+0.014
−0.014). Predictions for numerous other observables can be found

in [4, 13].
Looking at individual fit observables, the only significant deviation we do see amounts to

an ongoing 2.8σ discrepancy between sin(2β ) measurement derived from charmoniumB decays
andBR[B → τν ], already widely discussed in previous papers [14]. Let us briefly recall that the
combination of these two inputs defines a solution for the UT apex that is incompatible with other
observables:∆md/∆ms andα . However, when discarding eitherBR[B→ τν ] or sin(2β ) one can
perfectly fit the remaining observables. Hence there is an inconsistency betweenBR[B→ τν ] (too
high) and sin(2β ) (too low) experimental values or with our theoretical interpretation of these
observables. However, for each observable the measurements seem consistent as well as for the
related hadronic quantities from LQCD. We investigated two New Physics (NP) scenarios, where
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B+ → τ+ν transitions receive sizable contributions mediated by a Type II charged-Higgs, H+,
instead of aW+ boson and a generic scenario of NP in the mixing of neutral mesons [15]. The first
scenario is disfavoured considering a combined analysis of various flavour related observables [6].
In the second scenario, an additional∼10◦ NP phase in theBd mixing could accommodate this
discrepancy.

6. Conclusion

From EPS 2001 to EPS 2011 the accuracy on the UT apex has improved by afactor of∼7.
The Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) mechanism is obviously at work, though there is an ongoing dis-
crepancy betweenBR[B→ τν ] and sin(2β ) derived from charmoniumB decays. This discrepancy
should encourage further theoretical and experimental investigations. An additional consistency
test of the KM mechanism will soon be provided by the accurate direct measurement of the angle
γ: ∼ 5◦ at LHCb with 2 fb−1 [16], and∼ 2◦ at Belle II with 50 ab−1 [17].
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